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Example scenario

Example of a toxic online comment…
-Online commenter

“Non-toxic”
Comment

Kumar et al. SOUPS 2021

Publicly available large–scale dataset

Toxicity classifier

80%

20%

Toxic: Not toxic
2:1

Some 
online 
comment

End-users

Sam



Looking for the reason behind it all

Seniors find more comments to be toxic, while 18-35 year olds find fewer comments to be toxic.

Explicit composition

Men are more likely to rate borderline comments as not toxic, but also noting that there are many 
women on her platform



How can Jury Learning help Sam with his problem?

Sam

Jury config 1 Jury config 2 Jury config 3 Jury config N

……

Toxicity dataset

End-users



Voice matters

Healthy spaces and communities should have their own distinct norms/values 
and that should be encapsulated into the data we train our models

Non-parents shouldn’t decide which topics are fair game in a parenting forum

Different standards around political issues in r/StarWars should be 
different r/USA

One model trained from one dataset won’t fit all, nor provide opportunity to determine what 
will fit the context



Disagreements are in more than just one domain

Poster design Political issues

Medical diagnostic



Intuition behind Jury Learning

Model individual people, and not an aggregated pseudo-human.
Every user/annotator isn’t just a number on a statistic. 

Dataset Model the annotators



How does Jury Learning works in detail?



Training strategy for Jury Learning

Wang et al. 2020
Nguyen et al. 2020



Technical evaluation

Modelling annotators leads to better performance, even on the traditional 
aggregated task

BERTweet

They design a specific 
test set with 5,000 
comments and 
24,545 annotations



Can Jury Learning effectively address the inherent implicit disagreements 
embedded in the original dataset?

Study: They recruited 18  moderators to author juries comparing with current algorithm proportion.

Result: People tend to have a more diverse racial representation than today’s dataset. 

Red = Representation in state of the art training dataset
Blue = Representation in participants’ jury classifiers

74%

Question to ask: How many of these datasets are still out there? 



Do user-specified juries result in different prediction outcome than a 
standard classifier?

Participants’ juries change 14% of classifications vs SoTA classifier

Participants’ juries change 14% of classifications vs SoTA classifier

Behaviors on the edge case often becomes de facto platform policy, hence they are important.



Different angle on improving ML system’s output biases.

ML systems Post-hoc de-bias methods

[Scheuerman et al, CSCW 2021; Suresh et al, EAAMO 2021]

Output prediction

ML systemsSelect or train the 
appropriate voices for 
the given context



Takeaways

● Many dataset contains an inherent ‘hidden’ jury!

● Increasing or decreasing different representation affects classifier 
performances.

● Disagreements between annotators are invitetable, but it is important 
for us to take that into consideration when curating training data.
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Why is ambiguity important?

● Ambiguity is the presence of multiple interpretations
● One of the essential features of language is balancing between clarity 

and ease
● Part of language understanding is recognizing multiple interpretations

 I HATE it!

This is not my 
favorite

It is fine!



Background: How to represent ambiguity

AmbigQA (Min et al 2020)

● Propose a benchmark(AmbigQA) and 
a dataset(AmbigNQ) over 10000 
questions 

● Represent the ambiguity by spliting 
the ambiguous text to several 
unambiguous QA pairs



Background: The SOTA of AmbigQA

Answering Ambiguous Questions through Generative Evidence Fusion and 
Round-Trip Prediction (Gao et al 2020)



Background: Can LM handle ambiguity naturally?

The Language Model Understood the Prompt was Ambiguous (Aina et al 2021)

● LMs are capable of tracking multiple interpretations simultaneously.
● The degree of uncertainty varies across different constructions and contexts.
● Disambiguating cues often lead to the selection of the correct interpretation, which 

is similar to humans.

Language models might be capable to handle ambiguity with its underlying 
mechanisms! 



What is the upcoming challenge?

● Can we represent ambiguity with greater granularity and in a more 
quantitative manner?

● Can the current cutting-edge models (we have gpt-4, Llama, etc) handle 
ambiguity as good as human?

● Calling for high quality data (with human annotations)

These 3 questions lead to the paper we are gonna talk about today!



 How to represent ambiguity?



He always ignores his mother's advice to follow his own 
dreams.

Represent Ambiguity



Represent Ambiguity

He always ignores his mother's advice to follow his own 
dreams.

https://delph-in.github.io/delphin-viz/de
mo

How can we capture ambiguities in a natural way?

Regular tree grammars as a formalism for scope underspecification. Koller et al., 
2008.



Represent Ambiguity

… in order to follow his own 
dreams.

… which is to follow his own 
dreams.

Capture ambiguity through its effect on entailment relations with hypothesis

 
entails contradictive

 

He always ignores his mother's advice to follow his own dreams.Premise

He follows his dreams.Hypothesis

disambiguate



 How to get high quality data?



collect examples likely to be 
ambiguous from previous dataset

GPT-3 generates new examples 
with the same pattern

automatically filter generations

human annotatations with the 
SET of possible interpretations

Data Creation Pipeline



  Statistic

combines curated and generated-then-annotated 
examples, consists of 1,645 examples



Does ambiguity explain 
annotator disagreement?



… in order to…

He always ignores his mother's advice to follow his own 
dreams.Premise

He follows his dreams.Hypothesis

entail non-entail

… which is to…

entail non-entail entail non-entail

Fleiss κ agreement on 
ambiguous example: 0.12

Fleiss κ agreement on 
disambiguated examples: 0.67

97% of disambiguations 
marked plausible

P

H He follows his dreams.

P

H He follows his dreams.



He always ignores his mother's advice to 
follow his own dreams.

He follows his dreams.

Premise

Hypothesis

entail non-entail

3 6

He always ignores his mother's advice, in 
order to follow his own dreams.

Premise 1 entail non-entail

9

9

0

0

He always ignores his mother's advice, which 
is to follow his own dreams.

Premise 2
entail non-entail

0 9

9 0



It is difficult to believe that the author of such a 
masterpiece could have been only 23 years old.
The author of the masterpiece was only 
23.

Premise

Hypothesis

entail non-entail

3 6

It is shocking that the author of such a 
masterpiece could have been only 23 years 
old.

Premise 1 entail non-entail

9

9

0

0

It is questionable that the author of such a 
masterpiece could have been only 23 years 
old.

Premise 2
entail non-entail

0 9

9 0Ambiguity is a source of label variation!



Can LMs handle ambiguity 
as good as human?



How do human handle ambiguity?

1. Disambiguating by giving different interpretations
2. Identify ambiguity



Can LMs disambiguate by giving different interpretations

instruction

In each example, you will be given some context and a claim, 
where the correctness of the claim is affected by some 
ambiguity in the context. 
Enumerate two interpretations of the context that lead to 
different judgments about the claim.

Context: He always ignores his mother's advice to follow his 
own dreams.
Claim: He follows his dreams. Given the context alone, is this 
claim true?

test 
example



Correctness of generated disambiguations



Can LMs identify ambiguity?

This may mean: He follows his 
dreams.

TRUE

This does not necessarily mean: He follows his dreams.

This cannot mean: He follows his dreams. FALSE

This can only mean: He follows his dreams. FALSE

He always ignores his mother's advice to follow his own 
dreams.

TRUE



random

Ambiguation recognition accuracy



Conclusion

Language models are still struggle with ambiguity!



Takeaways

● Language is ambiguous!

● Capture ambiguity through its effect on entailment relations.

● Ambiguity is something that language models still struggle with.
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Any questions?



Discuss Questions

We’re Afraid Language Models Aren’t 
Modeling Ambiguity

● Is the current representation of ambiguity 
sufficient to capture all types of ambiguity, or 
are there better ways to represent it?

● Can prompting methods such as CoT (Chain of 
Thought), Self-Consistency, or ReAct that 
might enhance the performance of models in 
dealing with ambiguity?

● Can RLHF improve the performance of 
Language Models in handling ambiguity?

● Since the size of the data is limited due to 
human annotation, is there anyway to get more 
high-quality data without human annotations?

Jury Learning

● Given the vast amount of data out there today, 
how can we implement Jury Learning given 
that it require re-collecting annotators’ 
information?

● How and who should be determining jury 
composition for any given dataset?

● Is Jury learning an universal approach that can 
work for all domains?

● Instead of collecting or having dataset that has 
explicit information about the annotators, can 
there be future work that investigate 
unsupervised approach to reveal different 
voice in the dataset itself?



Any questions?


